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Pure Lust: The Complete Series Box Set
The steamy and thrilling story of Laura and Massimo continues in this unputdownable sequel to the international bestseller 365 Days – the inspiration behind Netflix’s blockbuster movie. Laura Biel’s new life in Sicily looks like the perfect fairy tale: a grand wedding, a wealthy and devoted husband, a baby on the way and lavish luxury complete with servants, extravagant cars and seaside palazzos. Yes, all of
this would be perfect, except for the fact that Laura is constantly surrounded by gangsters as the threat of her kidnapping looms large. Laura is about finally discover what it means to be married to the most dangerous man in Italy.
After her fiancé leaves her, Lorilee’s life is left in shambles—no job, no home, no wedding. But with the honeymoon already paid for, she decides to use that time away to put the pieces of her life back together. Will a couple weeks in a tropical paradise prove to be just what she needs, or will it take the arms of an erotically cunning gentleman to get her life back on track?
I'd always thought the stepmothers in fairy tales were supposed to be the evil ones, not the mother-in-law. Even Snow White's wicked stepmother had nothing on Claire Bouvier.Gabriella Baine is going to marry the man of her dreams...if her monster-in-law-to-be doesn't drive her away first. As she struggles to deal with wedding plans, she's also beginning to realize that, no matter how much she tries, she
can't stay away from her fiancé's younger brother, Flynn McCreary. He's arrogant, rude and lashes out at everyone around him, but that doesn't stop her from going back to him for work. When the unthinkable happens, it forces Gabriella to make the biggest decision of her life.Don't miss the penultimate installment of the heart-wrenching and steamy Pure Lust series by M.S Parker and Cassie Wild.
Here is the complete ‘Dirty Deeds’ Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written in her signature style of high passion and emotion. Revenge has never been so fun… When billionaire playboy Kane Applegate leaves her best friend Jenny heartbroken, her despair leaves Lexi wanting to teach the gorgeous bachelor a lesson he won’t soon forget. Her plan – to win Kane’s trust and
eventually his love, then grind his heart into the dust… Money and good looks get Kane Applegate whatever woman he wants but he prefers submissive women who know the score—for him, it’s just pleasure. After losing the only woman he ever truly loved, he’s sworn to never let himself fall in love and risk another heartbreak. That’s until Lexi strolls into his life – she’s bold, stunning and in complete control
of herself. But what happens to their plans when the temptation of intense passion gets too difficult to resist? Only mature readers should download this book.
Find an Old West Hero to Make Your Heart Pound! A lonely drifter, a deeply scarred US marshal, a broken-hearted cowboy, a shy farmer, and a gruff sheriff will all find love with women strong enough to tame even the toughest cowboys in this boxed set. Complete set listing: The Farmer Takes a Wife (Book One) A sweetly sexy farmer falls for the girl of his dreams at first sight… but true love is never that easy.
Summer Chaparral (Book Two) When star crossed lovers end up in a shotgun wedding, they’ll have to fight for a love that was meant to be. (With Bonus Epilogue: The Cowboy’s Christmas Seduction) Autumn Sage (Book Three) This marshal will protect his witness from everything—including his own wounded soul. (With Bonus Epilogue: The Reunion) The Sheriff Takes a Bride (Book Four) When a surly sheriff
butts heads with an unstoppable woman, sparks fly. High Country Spring (Book Five) They’ve always been best enemies, but fate has its own plans for their hearts.(With Bonus Epilogue: The First Christmas)
Ravish - Complete Series
7 Steamy Stories of Pure Lust
Sever the Crown Complete Vampire Romance Series
Beachcomber Investigations Complete Series
Queer Vampire Romance Series Book One
The Complete 12 Book Romantic Thriller Series Plus Bonus Novellas! Sparks fly as special ops agent Dane Blaise and Scotland Yard detective Shana George team up to solve crimes on Martha’s Vineyard! A must-read boxed set of riveting romantic suspense. Ex-special ops legend Dane Blaise is a very paranoid beachcomber. He takes his violence with a cup of zen and a shot of tequila. Until ex-Scotland Yard detective Shana George intrudes
on his island. Now there's a slip in his swagger and a sliver of hope wedged in his cynicism. The kind of vulnerability that could get a man--or woman--killed. Is their partnership in Martha's Vineyard's only PI agency a mistake? Maybe. Maybe not... If you love intense action and sizzling sensual tension mixed with witty banter, this is your series.
A book by Publications Circulations LLC
The West family ranch predates Texas and contains some of the most beautiful and remote land in the Hill Country. Jesse and Bowie are brothers and bull riders who are tough in the rodeo ring but when they fall in love - they fall hard! Explore the Hearts of the West series: A Cowboy’s Heart: The One That Got Away His Fearless Heart: The Bull Rider’s Baby Surprise His Untamed Heart: The Cowboy’s Christmas Reunion A Cowboy’s Heart: The
One That Got Away Bull Rider Jesse West is on top of the world and fighting for the title of a lifetime at the bull riding finals in Las Vegas—until he crashes into Tara Kent in the stands at the rodeo arena. He seizes the opportunity to confront the girl that broke his heart by disappearing out of his life. His Fearless Heart: The Bull Rider's Baby Surprise Twenty-seven year-old Lucy Neel is sure she's the world's oldest virgin. Ready to take a risk,
she pursues a vacation fling with a sexy bull rider…and winds up pregnant. Notorious playboy and daredevil bull rider Bowie West didn't plan to seduce Lucy, but the passion that ignited between them was too strong to resist. Bowie's well on his way to becoming world champion until a late-night shooting leaves him on the hook for murder murder. The only way he can prove his innocence is to put the innocent woman he seduced on the
stands. Can their budding relationship survive the heat of public accusation? And can Bowie convince Lucy that the ultimate bad boy is ready to settle down? His Untamed Heart: The Cowboy’s Christmas Reunion Professional rodeo cowboy Jesse West has made a career out of going with his gut and holding on tight. When he learns that the woman of his dreams is suddenly single, he’s determined to win her back. Tara Kent has already lost
everything she ever dreamed of. With her career in tatters and her longtime fiancée in another woman’s bed, she wishes she could crawl under the covers and hide. She definitely isn’t ready for a free-spirited cowboy to ride roughshod over her heart. Jesse’s used to working with difficult horses—he knows how to take his time and gain their trust—but reaching Tara’s wounded heart is proving to be far more of a challenge. Can he convince
the feisty beauty that she doesn’t have to be perfect to be loved? Join the new release newsletter at www.jenlewis.com.
The Billionaire's Sub
A prince from the dark side shows up at my doorstep with one question. Will I be his bride? I have many, many reasons to say no. The prince comes from a land of barbarians. I will never again see the sun. It is a certain death sentence. At first, it seems that I have a choice. But I discover that if I say no, Thousands will die. All of those lives hang on my answer to that one simple question. Will I say yes or will I say no?
Complete Series
Avoidables Complete Series
The Billionaire's Sub
Steamy Historical Hot Regency Box Set Bundle Collection
Elemental Feminist Philosophy
Annie Grace Wellington is a hardworking interior designer, earning quite the name for herself at her uncle’s firm among the A-list clients of Los Angeles. However, the one client who has eluded her for years, and is the firm’s number one account is Brandon Artino – the famously successful entrepreneur from Greece, whose wealth is matched only by his mysterious reputation. Until now, he’s only worked exclusively with Annie’s uncle, but when she’s offered Brandon’s account and a trip to the Greek islands she seizes the opportunity of a lifetime. Nothing could have prepared Annie for the mouth watering Brandon. From his searing gaze to his striking good looks and muscular physique, he’s almost
too much for her to handle. But what she learns about Brandon’s secrets both frightens and excites her. Will Annie jeopardize everything she’s worked for and submit to temptation of pleasure? And what kind of kink is Brandon hiding up in his Black Room?
When Gabriella Baine began her whirlwind romance with rich, handsome Edward Bouvier, she never expected for her one-night stand, photographer Flynn McCreary, to make an appearance. She wants to put everything behind her, but Flynn can't seem to stop playing things hot and cold. To make matters worse, she's broke and needs a good-paying job - like modeling for Flynn again.Will Gabriella be able to resist temptation or will she lose everything?Don't miss the second sizzling installment of the Pure Lust series by M.S. Parker and Cassie Wild.
The complete Dudnik Circle series, including Peacock’s book to make this mafia world complete! Four dark, intense, standalone romance books. Not for the faint of heart, you've been warned. "Ford" The Dudnik Circle #1 Violent, dirty-talking Ford is a force to be reckoned with — and when he accidentally abducts beautiful Justice, he’s determined to claim her as his own… A scorching, kinky romance! "Peacock" (The Faults Of Our Sins) As a favor for a friend (Ford), alpha male Peacock agrees to tame a feisty woman — but little does he know that making her his submissive will lead to a sizzling connection… "Yegor" The Dudnik Circle #2 After being kidnapped, Ruby is rescued by a dark
stranger — but her new captor is determined to claim her for himself… A kinky, intense page-turner! "Afon" The Dudnik Circle #3 Two dark souls struggling to come together and find their light as a couple — but multiple enemies will do anything to prevent them from having their happily ever after …a heartbreaking, sweet, violent romance!
I'd always thought the stepmothers in fairy tales were supposed to be the evil ones, not the mother-in-law. Even Snow White's wicked stepmother had nothing on Claire Bouvier. Gabriella Baine is going to marry the man of her dreams...if her monster-in-law-to-be doesn't drive her away first. As she struggles to deal with wedding plans, she's also beginning to realize that, no matter how much she tries, she can't stay away from her fiancé's younger brother, Flynn McCreary. He's arrogant, rude and lashes out at everyone around him, but that doesn't stop her from going back to him for work. When the unthinkable happens, it forces Gabriella to make the biggest decision of her life. Don't miss the
penultimate installment of the heart-wrenching and steamy Pure Lust series by M.S Parker and Cassie Wild.
Stormy Angelus is running from her past. Leaving a career in L.A. behind to escape her abusive ex, she finds herself in the small and sleepy town of Cliffton, managing the local radio station. The small-town station is popular…but she’s still having trouble making ends meet. So when Stormy sees that a successful L.A. design firm, Vitaline Designs, is relocating to Cliffton, she sees an opportunity to finally secure advertising for the flailing radio station. When she shows up at the meeting, she’s stunned to realize that the representative is none other than James Rand—a man intimidating and also gorgeous as hell. Stormy feels her confidence falter. But it turns out that he not only wants her advertising,
he wants Stormy as well. Both James and Stormy have secrets. Stormy is running away from her violent ex, but what is James hiding? And when Stormy discovers the secret lurking in James’s striking gray eyes, will she have the strength and courage to face it head on? This ebook contains very hot and explicit descriptions of romantic activity. Only mature readers should download this book.
Books 1 - 8
Prophecy of Light: The Complete Series
Mine - Complete Series
Lust Actually
Las Morenas: The Complete Series: A steamy historical western romance series

It’s the ultimate love triangle where you choose your own happy ending! If you enjoy a deep dive with a unique heroine, this box set is for you. Kelly Tanaka is a spirited tomboy who loves life, friends, and hockey. The trilogy begins with her first kiss and ends with her engagement, and in between are adventures in school, work, and competitive hockey. Included are three full-length novels and two bonus novellas, French Kiss and Happy Birthday Kelly. And there’s a unique twist at the end! Part One is about Kelly’s final year of high school and the blossoming relationship with her best friend turned
boyfriend, Phil Davidson. Will leaving for university mean the end for their love or a new beginning? In Part Two Kelly meets NHL prospect James Frechette at a hockey camp and their attraction is immediate. Will their summer fling turn into a serious thing? In Part Three, Kelly is working at a sports radio station when James and Phil burst back into her life. Commitment-phobic Kelly is going to have to make a decision. Or rather, you will. If you’ve ever been frustrated by the ending of a love triangle, this is the book for you. You get to choose the right man for Kelly. Are you a Jelly or Team K-Phil?
My Blood Runs Blue, Book 1 Ofc. Kristin Greene has always felt that something was missing from her life. Although her job with the Fawn Hollow Township Police Department keeps her busy, she still feels like there is something else out there for her. She soon finds herself investigating a homicide where a young woman has had her throat ripped out. As she begins to dig for the answers, she finds herself thrown into a world she didn’t know ever existed. When the two strong and silent men walk into her life, she finds herself being pulled into a love triangle that has been going on longer than she has been
alive. Who are they and why do they keep calling her Calista? Join Kristin as she fights to learn the truth about the recent murder, the two seductive men who have entered into her life and the real truth about herself. The Pulse of Blue Blood, Book 2 (Short Story) In Book One, you were introduced to Kristin, Julian, and Alexander, and you also learned a little about Calista. Take a trip back in time to learn more about the decisions that Calista made in her choice between Julian and Alexander. Learn about her relationship with Julian, and why you choose Alexander at the end of My Blood Runs Blue.
You’ll also learn the way she caused her untimely death. Blue Blood For Life, Book 3 When Alex goes missing, Kristin finds she finally has to reveal the secrets of her life to her friends. Will they be able to stand beside her after they learn all that she has hidden from them? Julian and Gabe stand beside her faithfully as they try to locate Alex. They are surprised to find Trent already in Fawn Hollow, but know that Trent may be the only one to do what Alex has asked them to do. As one more choice is taken away from Kristin, she attempts to make the best of it, but finds herself drawn to Trent in a way Julian
and Alexander could never compare to. Trent goes to work with Kristin to keep her safe but will he be able to handle all that her police world entails? Can he handle the side of her that she reveals, the one that Alex and Julian know nothing about? When Kristin and Trent uncover the connection between her job and the kidnapping, they are finally able to put the pieces together, but can they get to Alex fast enough? Will Kristin be able to handle rescuing Alex and all that she learns in the process? Mixing the Blue Blood, Book 4 Now the entire breed’s existence is in danger. Olivia Newman has been
Kristin’s best friend for years and loves the new life that Kristin is living. Her relationship with Gabriel is bittersweet, and she knows that because she is human, a future between them can never really last. Gabriel Montgomery takes his position in the Vampire Military Force seriously and never expected to have such intense feelings for a human woman. When Olivia is kidnapped, Gabe, Kristin, and the gang realize they have stumbled upon a human trafficking ring. Only this ring isn’t for sex. The leaders of this ring are hell-bent on destroying the breed. Can they rescue Olivia and save their future before
old enemies return and destroy the breed? Blood Bloods Final Destiny, Book 5 Julian Hutchinson walked away from it all: his job, his friends, and her. As Julian drives out west, he randomly stops at a roadside tavern and runs into some people from his past. Lyssa Lakin helps her father around the tavern as she raises her fifteen-year-old daughter, Lorna. When Julian walks into the bar, Lyssa’s past crush on him hits full force, but even she can tell that he is far from ready to be involved with anyone. As Julian and Lyssa grow their friendship, their past romance is rekindled. When Julian’s past comes
back to haunt him, and an old enemy shows up in town, Julian knows a showdown is imminent. Will Julian be able to deal with his past and his enemy without destroying the new life he has created? The gang is back for one final book where lines are drawn and quickly crossed.
Two billionaires and strapping alpha male cowboys. A woman looking for a fresh start. A heck of a wild ride-giddy up... From Amazon Bestseller Scarlett Avery comes a saucy, steamy and a fast-paced ride ménage romance. Down on her luck, twenty-three year old Allison Randal finds herself without a boyfriend, a home or a job within a matter of weeks. Desperate, the chaos in her life sends her seeking refuge in her best friend's basement. She needs space and time to pick up the pieces of her shattered life and to find the courage to start over. Just when she thinks her entire existence is sinking faster than
the Titanic, her best friend Gwyn surprises her with life-changing news. Against all odds, Allison lands her dream job and she flies from New York to Denver to spend the summer as the assistant to one of the most popular food bloggers and celebrity chefs in America. Unbeknownst to her, she's about to embark on the most heart-stopping, mind-blowing and jaw-dropping adventure of her life. Billionaires' Indulgence is full of surprises, twists and turns that will leave you on the edge of your seat right until you hit the HEA ending! ****There are strictly NO M/M or MMF scenes and NO bisexual themes in
this alpha male ménage. My dirty-talking alpha males are SOLELY devoted to the woman who's the object of their desire.**** 1-Click this hotter-than-hell alpha male ménage romance and lose yourself in a world of unadulterated pleasure!
Ready to take a walk on the steamy side of taboo?This collection of sizzling hot stories is filled with characters you'll hate to love! Temptation runs rampant in these pages of pure lust and sprinkled with taboo! Do opposites attract? Sometimes they do because the chemistry is just that sizzling hot and forbidden! All stories have HEAs and will leave you hungry for more! WARNING: NOT FOR THE FAINT OF HEART!ADULT CONTENT
A Taste of Love Series is a sweet romantic comedy box-set that includes Frosted Sweets, Sugary Sweets, Heated Sweets and Spicy Sweets by A.M. Willard. Join Morgan, our hopeless romantic and owner of the Polka Dot Bakery as she's about to wed the man of her dreams - or what she thought was the man of her dreams. Zara, our sassy gal who fights love every step of the way, only to get swept off her feet by the one guy she's been avoiding for years. Frankie brings us a second chance romance showing us that when life has you down, you can still find love with the single father next door. Not to mention
that dreams can come true for those that are least expecting it. Natasha doesn't believe in love until she meets Diesel and his daughter Cassidy. She might've said 'I do' to the first guy to sweep her off her feet in years, but what she wasn't ready for the past to show back up. You'll experience a journey of love, heartache, second chances, life struggles, and marriage in one complete sweet romantic package. Don't forget to grab a cupcake or two as we encourage the gals to follow their hearts.
Pulse - Complete Series
Billionaires' Indulgence
Hockey Is My Boyfriend, The Complete Series
Of the Blood: The Complete Series
Reclaimed - Complete Series
For Jane Austen fans who always wished her fun and witty books had more heat. The Mistress in the Making historical Regency series features sizzling hot Regency romance; character-driven, feel-good interactions that bring smiles and laugh out loud moments; and a heart warming HEA. “I recommend all three of the Mistress in the Making books to anyone who enjoys electric passion, witty humor, and a beautiful love story!” Reading Rebel Reviews “I did so enjoy reading all three books about the growing love between Thea
and Daniel. They were funny and well written and I can’t wait to read more of this author’s books. Highly recommended reads and definitely keepers!” Five-Star UK Reviewer Seductive Silence (Book 1) – Pestered by a persistent stammer, a regency lord with a keen interest in orreries and boxing—but not in talking—must find a way to woo his new mistress without words. Recently widowed and increasingly poor, Thea’s been reduced to sharing her rented room with rodents and arguing over every morsel (the mice usually win).
So when a friend suggests Thea consider a scandalous alliance, she cannot help but be intrigued… Lusty Letters (Book 2) – Thea’s fascinating new protector has secrets—several. Hesitant to destroy her newfound circumstances, she stifles her longing to know everything about the powerfully built—and frustratingly quiet—Marquis. But then his naughty notes start to appear, full of humor and wit, and Thea realizes she’s about to break the cardinal rule of mistressing—that of falling for her new protector. Egad. Lord Tremayne
takes to writing letters to woo his new mistress, little realizing how their fun, flirty exchanges will quickly become the light of his day. Or how wretched he’ll feel when the charming Thea suggests they banter in person, possibly pen poetry—together. Blazing ballocks! Is she insane? Daring Declarations (Book 3) – An evening at the opera could prove Lord Tremayne’s undoing when he and his lovely new paramour cross paths with his sister and brother-in-law. Introducing one’s socially unacceptable strumpet to his stunned
family is never done. But Daniel does it anyway. And it might just be the best decision he’s ever made, for Thea’s quickly become much more than a mistress—and it’s time he told her so. The sweet and spicy, 117,000 word Mistress in the Making historical romance bundle is a fun, “sexy Jane Austen styled”, emotionally satisfying tale told in three parts: Seductive Silence, Lusty Letters, and Daring Declarations. This digital box set contains the complete series. *** Sexy Historical Romance Books by Larissa Lyons: ROARING
ROGUES REGENCY SHIFTERS steamy hot regency shapeshifters Ensnared by Innocence Deceived by Desire (on preorder) Tamed by Temptation (TBA) MISTRESS IN THE MAKING fun and sexy Regency series (Complete) Seductive Silence Lusty Letters Daring Declarations FUN & SEXY REGENCY ROMANCE Lady Scandal A SWEETLY SPICY HOLIDAY REGENCY Miss Isabella Thaws a Frosty Lord *** FOR FANS OF: sexy Jane Austen, Stephanie Laurens, Sabrina Jeffries, Sarah MacLean, Tessa Dare, Mary Balogh, Scarlett
Scott, Alexa Aston, Grace Callaway, Stacy Reid, Alyson Chase, Dragonblade Publishing, Avon, Christi Caldwell, Jess Michaels, Merry Farmer, Chastity Bowlin, Mary Lancaster, Bree Wolf, Sally MacKenzie, Julia Quinn, Sandra Sookoo, Cheryl Bolen, Tammy Andresen, Tamara Gill, Eva Devon, Meara Platt, Elisa Braden, Lisa Kleypas, Tessa Candle, Eloisa James. KEYWORDS: hot regency romance, spicy, sensual romance, passion, passionate romance, character driven, feel good, lighthearted, funny, humor, humorous, romantic,
HEA, Bridgerton, wit, witty, sexy banter, romance collection, romantic novels, Regency bundle, historical romance box set, boxset, sexy Jane Austen, adult, adult Regency, Romance Bundle, Regency Boxed Set, Regency Collection ABOUT THE AUTHOR Humor. Heartfelt Emotion. & Hunks. Larissa writes sexy, steamy Regency romance, blending heartfelt emotion with doses of laugh-out-loud humor. Her heroes are strong men with a weakness for the right woman. Avoiding housework one word at a time, Larissa adores
brownies, James Bond, and her husband. She’s been a clown, a tax analyst, and a pig castrator(!) but nothing satisfies quite like seeing the entertaining voices in her head come to life on the page. Whether featuring protective alpha males, lion Regency shifters, or the occasional time travel hero—along with Larissa’s spunky heroines—get ready to fall in love with her hot take on Jane Austen style historical romance. Learn more at LarissaLyons.com.
This box set includes all five books in the Sever the Crown series from USA Today bestselling author Lindsey R. Loucks and award-winning author Mysti Parker. Prepare to get lost in a paranormal romance series that will leave you breathless and begging for more! ? Start with Book One: Emergence Together, they'll sever the crown - or maybe the head that wears it. Wren has a dark obsession—to find her mother's murderers before they find her. Every new singing gig brings her closer to crossing their names from her list.
When a detective shows up with a new lead, she jumps at the chance with fangs bared. But to get the information they need, they'll have to bust someone out of jail. Sure. No problem. Ashe has just been framed for high crimes against the Southern Vampire Clan—but he's not exactly innocent either. While waiting for his fate, a five-pointed star tattoo appears on his wrist, similar to the tattoo of a stunning platinum-haired vampire. The sudden attraction between them is undeniable. Better yet, she's just offered to free him.
Sounds like a great deal. So what's the catch? Turns out, as their enemies close in, the catch could very well be their lives. ? Book Two: Defiance - Everyone knows it's not a true vampire cult party until someone gets staked. ? Book Three: Obsession - Wren's world has caught fire. But she'll be damned if she lets it burn. ? Book Four: Relentless - Wren's fourth mate just might be the death of her...that is if the world doesn't end first. ? Book Five: Ascension - 3...2...1...It's a race against time in an epic war for the throne. Queen
versus queen. DOWNLOAD NOW AND JOIN THE REVOLUTION!
When I first met Dominic Snow, he literally saved me from falling. I never dreamed I'd end up working for him. And I certainly didn't plan on falling in love with him. We were an unlikely couple, far from conventional in his social circles, but I always assumed that if we'd made it through those first couple months, nothing could break us apart.Twenty-one year-old Aleena Davison has it all. A job she loves and that pays well. An amazing, gorgeous man who happens to be rich and everything she could ever want in a lover. She's
put up with a lot to keep this life, but what she faces now might be too much. Can she and Dominic get through it, or will their fairy tale come crashing down around them?Don't miss Craving HIM, the hot and steamy sequel to Serving HIM.
The entire series is together for a limited time. This box set includes the complete Love Series - Let Love In, Let Love Stay, Let Love Heal, Let Love Shine, Let Love Be, and Let Love Live. From New Adult to M/m Contemporary Romance, there's something in here for everyone. Laugh, cry, and fall in love with the couples of this bestselling series.
Moving to Hollywood after graduation was supposed to be my first step into the adult world, a chance for me to live life on my terms. It'd worked for my older sister. I just hadn't realized how much until she shared her darkest secret with me.When twenty-one year-old Hanna Breckenridge moves across the country to take a job as her sister's business manager, she has no idea the culture shock she's in for. When billionaire Cross Phillips approaches her, she's flattered, only to find out that he'd been interested for reasons far
different than anything Hanna would've imagined. When things take a dangerous turn, she's forced to decide just how much she can trust this gorgeous man. Don't miss the steamy standalone The Billionaire's Sub by USA Today's best-selling author, MS Parker.
Daughters of Sin Box Set
Craving HIM
Devious Intentions - Complete Series
The complete Dudnik Circle series

“I believe in fate and in second chances. We are both here for a reason.” Cecilia James’ life was suddenly ripped from her in the blink of an eye when a drunk driver hit her car head-on. Her marriage and her career as a famous model now over, all she has left are the brutal scars that remind her what she’s been through. With no home, no husband, and no idea what to do next, she escapes
to her aunt’s remote lake house to hide from the media frenzy and pick up the pieces of her life. Only mature readers should download this book.
Complete Series - 8 Steamy full-length contemporary romances plus two bonus scenes in one amazing box set! Curl up and escape to Shattered Cove with this series boxset of eight small-town romance novels. Book 1: A Fallen Star Mikel is tormented by dark addictions. Remy is fighting for a lifelong dream. Can they rise from the ashes of despair and find happily ever after? Book 2: Glass
Secrets Mia guards her past. Andre's heart is off-limits. Can these next-door neighbors break the walls between them and build the love they crave? Book 3: Defying Gravity Belle is raising a teenager. Bently is hiding his tender heart. Do they have what it takes to indulge their forbidden passion? Book 4: The Lighthouse Inn His ambition brought them together. Her secret could tear them
apart. With love on the line, will they invest in their hearts? Book 5: His True North He’s lost their history. She’s questioning their future. Can their lifelong vow weather a devastating storm? Book 6: In The Grey They were never supposed to be. When their lives collide again, is it wrong to want what they could never have? Book 7: Brave Love She’s finally living her dream. He’s a
struggling single dad. Will their fiery connection burn out, or warm their hearts long into the future? Book 8: Hope Between Us She barely escaped with her life. He’s hellbent on helping lost souls. When a marriage of convenience leads to love, can their hearts keep them safe? Buy now to start reading this steamy small-town romance series today! *** Complete series. No cheating. HEA
guaranteed.*** -------------------- Keywords related to this steamy small town romance series boxset: Complete romance series boxset, small town romance series, small town romance, shattered cove series boxset, contemporary romance series, romance series book, contemporary romance novels, interracial romance books, multicultural romance books, diverse romance, strong female leads, strong
women, beach reads, seaside romance, beach romance, seacoast romance, strong heroines, emotional romance, interracial romance books, romance ebook, IR romance books, ir, IR romance books, romance novels to read, love story, love story books, interracial relationship, shattered cove series.
I'd always wanted my life to be a fairy-tale. Romance and roses, and a white knight sweeping me off of my feet. But at twenty-two, I'd come to realize that I'd been lying to myself; none of that existed.Gabriella Baine has a way with words. She dreams of one day becoming a staff writer for the biggest TV shows. But dreams don't pay rent and during a job interview at one of the largest
model agencies in the country, she meets fashion photographer, Flynn McCreary. Sparks fly and there's an intense, visceral pure lust that culminates in the hottest sex Gabriella's ever experienced. Soon afterwards, Flynn's gone and once again she realize that her wish for Prince Charming will never come true. Then she meets the handsome, romantic and mysterious Edward, a man who seems to
have it all but is also keeping secrets that could destroy any chance of Gabriella ever finding her happy ever after.You don't want to miss the first book in M.S. Parker and Cassie Wild's newest sexy and twisted collaboration, Pure Lust.
"In Search of Pure Lust documents an important chapter in lesbian history that is already being distorted and erased, a time when lesbians were reinventing everything from the ground up. Along with violence against women around the globe, lesbians of the 1970s and '80s were motivated by growing militarism, rampant development, species loss, and living systems in decline. For many, this
was the logical conclusion to a state of law/mind/rule that had prevailed for thousands of years - patriarchy. This is a long overdue and unvarnished insider's account of those times. The memoir, centered in the Northeast U.S. and then later in Quebec, combines a personal story with the story of a political movement. The book is full of celebration, but also depicts the shadow side of
the lesbian movement, taking the reader into the bitter squabbles that divided women, both personally and politically. On a deeper level, the memoir charts a long and difficult quest for love. Over and over, the narrator dives headlong into rapturous passions that either fizzle out or come to brutal and ugly endings. In the mid-'80s, when a friend invites her to a Zen retreat, she as
desperate enough to say yes. A period of difficult self-examination ensues and, over a period of years, she begins to learn an altogether different approach to desire. The last section of the memoir traces the fallout from that collision between hot-blooded lesbian desire and spacious, temperate Zen mind. What the search for pure lust uncovers, in the end, is something that looks a lot
like love."-We've become dangerous... Our city is divided. Not just by the river that separates poor from rich, but by a government who throws away people who are not good enough. We're Avoidables, a race of people who have been shunned, judged and persecuted for the way we look and the rare gifts we have. We're ready for justice, we're ready for war. We're ready to seek vengeance for lifetimes of
hatred. We've become dangerous. And, yet, a small glimmer of hope arrives in the form of angels. Integrating themselves into the government, they're working to bring the city under control. They claim that love conquers all, but after hundreds of years of neglect, the Avoidables battle to find their love story. Until now. This is the complete Avoidables series. KEYWORDS: dystopian, teen
& young adult fantasy, teen & young adult science fiction, fiction, fantasy, romance, dystopian romance, fantasy romance, angels, dragons, shifters, love, dystopian angels, futuristic dystopian, post apocalyptic, coming of age.
Dirty Deeds - Complete Series
My Blood Runs Blue Complete Series
A Taste of Love Series - The Complete Series
Stella and Sol: The Complete Series
Filthy - Complete Series
Queer and gay vampire romance series set in modern-day society (England, Italy and Japan). Slow burn, multi-cultural friends-to-lovers romance where love is love, no questions asked. Mature content.
As a corporate lawyer, there isn’t a whole that gets by Hannah, much less the warning signs of a failing relationship. She knows that her four-month-old relationship with Josh Homes is already over, but he breaks down in tears when she tries to break up with him. She’s too sympathetic and can’t stand to see him cry, so she gives him what he wants: a weeklong trip to Friday Harbor to attend his sister’s wedding, during which he hopes to show Hannah that they were meant for each
other. Matthew Homes hasn’t seen his brother Josh in nearly a decade. Their relationship has been stormy since long before Matthew used his share of the family fortune to set up the biggest real-estate conglomerate in the United States, while Josh blew his share on small businesses that failed, leaving him an everyday accountant. But Matthew isn’t just a successful real-estate mogul—he’s also the ultimate dominant, with sinfully tempting looks and the sly prowess and charm of a
panther. When Matthew sees Josh at the wedding, he’s immediately taken aback by the sexy and confident woman he calls his girlfriend. But will Matthew fall for Josh and Hannah’s act? Will Matthew be able to resist the temptation of Hannah and steer clear of deepening the feud with his brother? And what will happen when Matthew finds Hannah wandering aimlessly in the middle of the night and becomes overwhelmed with a desire to see her kneeling at his feet?
The sole heiress of her father’s multi-billion-dollar enterprise, Angel finds herself more alone than ever. She’s continuously answering questions, taking phone calls, and trying to settle the affairs of her father. However, the deeper she dives into the family business, the more she realizes her father wasn’t exactly who she thought him to be. The second her eyes locked with Mitch’s, she knew she was in trouble. Her business life was a mess, but her love life was worse. There is just
something about the dark and sultry look in Mitch’s eyes that makes her want to throw caution into the wind. Hearing him speak causes her spine to tingle and her heart to flutter. She wants him like she’s never wanted anyone before, or so she thought. The only other man that’s been a prominent figure in her life is Andre, her personal security guard. She’s not a little girl anymore, and they both know it. Now, thrust into the middle of a complicated situation, Angel is torn between
feelings and duty. Long hidden secrets are revealed, and new feelings come to light. And, little does she know, Mitch has secrets of his own, and they could be . . . deadly.
Enter the world of the fae with the complete Fae Queen Of Winter series. Eira has always known she's the descendent of Jack Frost, and that she needs to call the frosts each year, what she didn't know is that fate has a lot more in store for her, including the throne belonging to the Fae Queen Of Winter. Along with her mates, Eira embarks on an adventure like no other. Can she claim the throne and keep the balance between the Winter and Summer Courts? The Fae Queen Of
Winter: The Complete series includes Saving Eira, Reigning Eira, and Calling Eira, as well as the prequel, Frost's Forfeit, featuring Nieves and Jack Frost. It is a paranormal/fantasy whychoose romance series packed with fae, witches, and vampires.
Here, presented in one volume, are the four stories that comprise the ‘Filthy’ Series, a seriously hot and provocative romance by Lucia Jordan, written in her signature style of high passion and emotion. Gabriel remembered how good she’d felt in his arms when they’d been lovers. The feel of her wildly beating pulse, her scent, her warmth. He’d left his mark on her slender throat more than once. Though he smiled and made small talk, his attention remained with the woman he’d
never expected to see again. Angie is now a cop, and the bad boy is back to change her life forever. Only mature readers should download this book.
Mistress in the Making - The Complete Series
In Search of Pure Lust
(Mafia Romance 4-Book Box Set)
The Love Series Complete Box Set
Lore and Lust

This title aims to offer a journey into the interior of language. The author reveals the patriarchal construction of language and religious imagery, offering alternatives.
Two nobly-born debutantes and their illegitimate half sisters compete for love while trying to bring to justice a handsome, dangerous villain during a hectic Regency London season. Caught up in a high-stakes game of intrigue and deceit orchestrated by the eldest sister - vain and ambitious Lady Araminta Partington, the ton's reigning beauty - each sister must play her part to bring a dangerous traitor to justice while finding a man deserving of her love and special talents. Her Gilded Prison ~ She was determined to secure the succession, he was in it for the pleasure. Falling in love was not part of the arrangement. When
dashing twenty-five-year-old Stephen Cranbourne arrives at the estate he will one day inherit, it’s expected he will make a match with his beautiful second cousin, Araminta-not fall in love with her lonely, neglected mother. Dangerous Gentlemen ~ Shy, self-effacing Lady Henrietta was the wallflower beneath his notice…until a terrible mistake has one dangerous, delicious rake believing she's the "fair Cyprian" ordered for his pleasure. Lady Henrietta has always known her place—in her dazzling older sister’s shadow. She’s a little brown peahen to Araminta’s bird of paradise. But when the innocent debutante is mistaken for
her common namesake "Hetty" and embroiled in the Regency underworld, she finds herself shockingly compromised by the dashing, dangerous Sir Aubrey, the very gentleman her heart desires. And the man Araminta has in her cold, calculating sights. The Mysterious Governess ~ Lissa Hazlett lives life in the shadows. The beautiful, illegitimate daughter of Viscount Partington earns her living as an overworked governess while her vain and spoiled half sister, Araminta, enjoys London’s social whirl as its most feted debutante. When Lissa’s rare talent as a portraitist brings her unexpectedly into the bosom of society, she’s
embroiled in a scandal involving Araminta and suspected English traitor Lord Debenham. But with an unlikely ally - charming and besotted Ralph Tunley who is also Lord Debenham’s underpaid, enterprising secretary - Lissa cleverly navigates a perilous web of lies to ensure everyone gets what they deserve. Beyond Rubies ~ Fame. Fortune. And finally a marriage proposal! Kitty La Bijou, celebrated London actress, mistress to handsome Lord Nash and the unacknowledged illegitimate daughter of Viscount Partington has escaped her humble beginnings and found fame, fortune and love. But the respectability she craves
eludes her. When she stumbles across Araminta, her nobly-born half-sister, on the verge of giving birth just seven months after marrying dangerous Viscount Debenham, Kitty realises respectability is no guarantee of character or happiness. But helping Araminta has unwittingly embroiled Kitty in a scandalous deception involving a ruthless brothel madam, a priceless ruby necklace and the future heir to a dazzling fortune. Lady Unveiled: The Cuckold Conspiracy ~ Kitty has the love of the man of her dreams but as London’s most acclaimed actress and a member of the demimondaine, she accepts she can never be kind and
handsome Lord Silverton’s lawful wedded wife. Choosing honor over desire, Kitty joins forces with her sister, Lissa, to bring to justice suspected traitor, Lord Debenham. Exposing the dark secret of one of the sisters is the only way for to achieve justice for all. What readers are saying: "The storyline is uniquely designed, and cleverly executed. Spies, traitors, deception, betrayal, mystery, suspense and romance, bring together an intriguing Regency Romance, with many twists and turns, and an abundance of adventure." ~ Amazon customer. "Magnificent and mesmerising." ~ Amazon customer. From bestselling author,
Beverley Oakley, comes the complete five-book Daughters of Sin series. If you adore Regency romance filled with scandal, drama and passion, devour this delightful five-book series now!
Grab all four Prophecy of Light books in one volume. Book 1 - Trapped The darkness that has been searching for Kady has finally caught up. Begin this exciting journey today ... Kady always knew the nomadic life she was living was because her aunt was hiding from some dark force, one Auntie described as magic. When Kady awakens in the middle of the night with her house crumbling around her, Auntie hustles her into the night, hides her, and engages in a battle of magic symbols that set the dark sky ablaze. While Auntie succeeds in hiding Kady, she is captured during the battle. Kady, now realizing her aunts
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admonitions about the power of words were very real, must choose. She can do as her aunt had always warned her -- to run far away if the two were separated. Or she can search for her aunt. As strange powers emerge, Kady begins to realize there's magic trapped inside her. Will this new magic help her succeed in retrieving her aunt? Book 2 - Unleashed Kady must learn to unleash the magic trapped inside her if she is to help the mage Pylum rescue her aunt. As Kady learns her way around the Temple of Light and takes classes to help her understand magic, she makes new friends like Jasper and learns more about the
mysterious mage who helped her in book one: Akilah. Will Kady be able to unleash her power, and what else might she find when her bonds are broken? Book 3 - Foretold Kady has rescued her aunt from the dark mage Zygam, but now her friend is his ally. Kady must learn what makes Zygam tick in order to defeat him when he attacks in just 10 days. As she learns more about the mage who has hunted her for 10 years, Kady realizes defeating him may be harder than she thought. Will the secrets she unearths make this battle impossible for her to fight? Book 4 - Fulfilled The final story in the Prophecy of Light series is
here! Kady has been told she is the child of light of the prophecy? But is she. Is her choice the key to everything, or is there more to the prophecy than she's been told?
Fran Cochran is ready to put her old life behind her. That’s why she’s packed her bags and begun a cross-country trip to Los Angeles, where she’ll be interviewing for a job at a top-notch PR firm. After an ugly divorce, this is the fresh start she needs. But when her old, beat-up Buick breaks down in the middle of the night in the sticks of Kansas, that fresh start suddenly seems very far away. Her only hope is that there’s some garage still open that can send a tow truck. Rafe “Lucky” Turner’s won nearly every major racecar title in his division, as well as experienced all the spoils of fame and wealth there is. Now, during a
short break in his busy schedule, he’s come home to Studley, Kansas, to recharge his batteries and get back to his roots by helping at his cousin’s garage. When a late-night call comes in from a damsel in distress, Rafe can’t resist jumping at the opportunity to lend a helping hand. Rafe is the last person Fran expects to show up as her midnight mechanic, but, after getting a look at his muscular and taut body, she’s certainly not going to complain. But, with her car in the shop and no motel in sight, where will Fran stay? Will Rafe’s small-town charm encourage her to trust him? And what will happen when their instant
chemistry leaves them both flirting with the idea of more than just one night of passion?
The old gods used to walk among us. Some still bear their noble blood. Most will never know it. But an ancient enemy grows restless. Conflict is brewing in Otherworld. The Sidhe’s unloved part-human children, abandoned to the mortal world, are suddenly their greatest source of hope. ***A series collection of the complete Of the Blood fantasy romance series. Otherworld romance with a dash of pixie dust. Five couples, one unforgettable adventure. *** The series begins with Sworn by Blood… Hazel can’t help what she is. Being the daughter of a love god isn’t all fun and games. She wants no part of her father’s world.
Otherworld forests are full of huge, scary creatures and annoying pixie pests. And the people there are no better…they’ve never even given her a chance. She wants nothing to do with Sidhe men, either. Especially after that last time… But her effect on human men (and women, for that matter) makes a normal relationship impossible, not to mention introducing some seriously awkward situations. Ian has spent the last year on a fruitless mission to fulfill a family obligation set long, long before his time. All he’s found is trouble. Now he needs the love god’s help to see the end of this task and get back home. Until then, he’s stuck
beyond the veil in the human world, while plots against his future rule thicken back in Underworld. What better way to bargain with a love god than through his daughter? But Hazel won’t be a pawn in Sidhe games. And Ian must make peace with his family’s legacy; he must do it soon. Somehow, they’ll have to work together, before time runs out. This series collection includes the following novels: Sworn by Blood The Risen Goddess Darkest Skies Sacred Guardian Shield in Shadows Search terms: fantasy romance, paranormal romance, PNR, magic, fantasy love, love, fae, sidhe, portal, otherworld, underworld, celtic,
faery, gods, goddesses, pixie dust, myth, myths, adventure, romance, romance ebook, romance novel, romance series
The Fae Queen Of Winter: The Complete Series
The Shattered Cove Complete Series Boxset - A Steamy Small Town Contemporary Romance Box Set
This Day
Perfect Pleasure - Complete Series
12 Books

Four contemporary love stories that will give you all the feels… “Bliss’s writing style is complex and enjoyable, thought-provoking and captivating.” Mr. Imperfect A second chance for love...or the last word? It's a tough choice when your sexy childhood sweetheart shows up in this award-winning rural romance. It takes a funeral to drag bad-boy millionaire Christian Kelly back to his rural New Zealand hometown. Now thanks to an ancient IOU, he's stuck
there trying to save the inheritance of the only woman who ever dumped him. Can a loner find the courage to be vulnerable? Should a nurturer settle for a man who refuses to need her? Romantic Book of the Year (RuBY) winner Australia Mr. Irresistible A crusading journalist discovers appearances are deceptive when she's maneuvered into a river journey by a sexy millionaire playboy in this modern spin on Pride & Prejudice. To everybody else,
millionaire Jordan King is a selfless philanthropist and most-eligible bachelor, but newspaper columnist Kate Brogan has inside information that he is a home wrecker—handsome and full of false promises. Just like her philandering father. Oh, how Jordan loves a good challenge… Mr. Unforgettable The widowed mayor of a small town struggles professionally and personally when her affair with an unsuitable man becomes so much more for both of them in
this sexy romance. Reclusive millionaire Luke Carter can never forget that he’d been abandoned as a child. And that’s why he's driven to build his camp for underprivileged kids in small-town Beacon Bay. If only the coastal New Zealand community trusted his motives. His only ally is widowed mayor Elizabeth Light, a woman he wants to know better… Mr. Undeniable A businessman inherits custody of three children with his ex-wife, the woman he walked
away from after a personal tragedy in this poignant story of second chances. Just when he has accepted that he’ll never be a father, Jack Galloway inherits not one, but three kids. He’s supposed to raise this family with his ex-wife, but Roz has her own ideas about parenting. She’s also got some crazy notion, that, thanks to their unexpected “family,” the two of them have been handed a second chance… Romantic Book of the Year (RuBY) finalist Australia
Soul Mates Forever
The Complete Series 1-3
A Whychoose Paranormal/Fantasy Romance
Hotter Than Ever - Complete Series
Pure Lust
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